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Stylish and accessible, I Am a Magical Teenage Princess weds a rich literary sensibility to the 

bright immediacy of its pop culture subject matter. In ‘Surfer Girl’, the title character drifts 

through time, tormented by the bizarre clichés of drive-in B-movies. ‘Habit Patterns’ shows 

us the beleaguered subject of an educational hygiene film who longs to break free from the 

cruel social strictures of her celluloid world. ‘Bongo the Space Ape’ examines youth culture 

through the eyes of a retired chimpanzee actor, while ‘He’s a Rebel’ follows two teenage 

sisters as they go on the hunt for endangered, James Dean-like ‘rebels’. 

 

In these and other stories, Luke Geddes experiments with poise and verve whilst retaining 

an unfakeable human touch often absent in works more self-consciously centred on human 

interest. A book for the magical teenage princess in all of us, this debut short story collection 

welcomes a unique and surprisingly wise voice to the world of letters. 
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What People Say: 

“In this vibrant recycling project, Luke Geddes transforms discarded cultural archetypes into 

particular and poignant drama, deeply imagined and deeply felt. Never content with mere 

Situation—no matter how funny or glorious in its invention—Geddes pushes always to Story, 

where ache surpasses wink. This is a substantial and entertaining debut.” 

Chris Bachelder, author of Bear v. Shark 

 

“You say whimsy and depth are incompatible? Nonsense. This is deep whimsy, is a book that 

employs rollicking sharp humor to explore the sad, solitary adolescent in all of us. Luke 

Geddes is a big talent, and this is a marvelous debut.” 

Michael Griffith, author of Spikes 

 

“With a collector’s eye, Geddes finds the intricate bewilderments that glow in the periphery 

of our daily world with secret magic—the prick of a mouse’s rib bone, the orphaned flecks of 

lipstick on teeth—and moves them into center focus. The lasting images of these stories 

hang in your mind long after reading; this book is a luminous, tender gallery curated by an 

amazing new voice in fiction.” 

Alissa Nutting, author of Unclean Jobs for Women and Girls 

 

 

 

 

 

Luke Geddes: 

Luke Geddes is a PhD student of fiction at the University of Cincinnati. His stories have 
appeared or are forthcoming in Hayden's Ferry Review, Conjunctions, Mid-American Review, 
Washington Square, The Collagist, and other journals. He has presented papers at the ACLA, 
PCA/ACA, and University of Oregon's "Understanding Superheroes" conferences. I Am a 
Magical Teenage Princess is his debut collection. 
 

 
 

Chômu Press is an independent UK publisher dedicated to publishing fiction that is 

both imaginative and unhindered by considerations of genre. They’ve been described as the 
publisher equivalent to art house cinema, eclectic and anarchic without sacrificing quality. 
Their mission is to publish books that people will read in the same way they listen to popular 
music—not from duty, but in the excitement of personal discovery.  
Website:  www.chomupress.com  
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